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Yosef, Chanukah and Assimilation Rabbi Jared Anstandig 
This struggle, of course, is not unique to 
Yosef and Egyptian culture. Indeed, the 
Chanukah story asks us the same ques-
tion: How are we to interact with “Greek 

culture”? Are we to reject it or accept it?  
 
Regarding that question, the Sages 
themselves appear conflicted. The Tal-
mud (Megillah 9b) quotes Rabban 
Shimon ben Gamliel who rules that the 
Torah may be translated into Greek. 
Yet, the end of Megillat Taanit lists vari-

ous tragedies of Jewish history and in-
cludes Ptolemy’s Greek translation of 
the Torah in the list. Like Yosef’s sons’ 
names, it seems that the Sages also feel 
ambivalence toward the outside world. 
 
One could suggest a resolution based 
on the writings of Rav Avraham 

Yitzchak HaKohen Kook. In a collection 
of his teachings (Tov Ro’ee, Shabbat, 
22a), Rav Kook analyzes a curious mid-
rash (Vayikra Rabbah 13:5). This mid-
rash contends that when the Greeks 
began to oppress the Jews, the Greeks 
instructed them to “write on the horn of 

an ox that you have no share in the G-d 
of Israel.” Noting that the symbol of the 
tribe of Yosef is an ox, Rav Kook ex-
plains that the Greeks wanted the Jews 
to be like Yosef – completely assimilated 
into the surrounding secular society. 
The “horn,” that is, the Torah’s teach-
ings, should be “on an ox” – that is to 

say, open and spread among the na-
tions of the world, like Yosef. This, Rav 
Kook writes, was an incorrect under-
standing of Yosef. Yosef did not engage 
in Egyptian culture for his own personal 
pleasure, as the Greeks assumed. Ra-

ther, Yosef’s approach was, “that Israel 
would be the guide for all the nations.” 
Yosef engaged in the secular world be-
cause he believed that would elevate 

and enhance the world. 
 
According to Rav Kook, the Greeks mis-
understood Yosef and so they also mis-
understood how to apply his perspec-
tive. They believed that Yosef’s engage-
ment in the broader world diluted his 
Judaism. Yosef did indeed engage in the 

outside world, but only in order to 
spread the word of G-d in it. According 
to this, the names of Ephraim and 
Menasheh reflect Yosef’s careful balanc-
ing act, living in both worlds. 
 
Perhaps this distinction is at the core of 
the question of Greek translation of the 

Torah. When used as a means to spread 
the word of G-d, a Greek translation is a 
beautiful thing – making G-d’s teach-
ings more accessible to others. But, 
when it is used as Ptolemy used it, to 
water down the Torah’s potency, that is 
a cause to mourn. 
 

As the stories of Yosef and Chanukah 
intersect this year, we can consider this 
message of Rav Kook. Like Yosef, may 
we be able to bring the teachings of G-d 
more fully into the world.  
 

janstandig@torontotorah.com 

One could argue that Yosef was the 
very first “court Jew.” Yosef was made 
viceroy of Egypt and managed the 
highest levels of Egyptian government 

for nearly a decade. Throughout that 
time, however, his self-identification 
appears murky. Does Yosef, with his 
new Egyptian name of Tzafnat 
Pane’ach, still identify as a Hebrew, or 
does he now see himself as a full-
fledged Egyptian? 
 

We can see evidence of this internal 
struggle within the names Yosef chose 
for his sons. Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky 
(Emet LeYaakov Miketz, 41:51) high-
lights a distinction between Menasheh 
and Efraim’s names. Whereas 
Menasheh’s name, even as it is nega-

tive, still refers to Yosef’s previous life 
(“G-d has made me forget my troubles 
and my father’s house”), Efraim’s 
name is entirely Egypt-focused (“G-d 
has made me fruitful in the land of my 
suffering”). Not only that, but Rav 
Kamenetsky argues that Efraim’s 
name, unlike Menasheh’s, is particu-

larly Egyptian. He notes that many of 
the letters of his name are characteris-
tically found in Egyptian names. Con-
sider the similarity of “Efraim” to the 
names Pharaoh, Potiphar, Panea’ch, 
Shifrah, and Puah. From these oppos-
ing names one could conclude that 
Yosef struggled with his own identity: 

To what extent was he an Egyptian, 
with Egyptian names and culture, and 
to what extent did he remain a He-
brew, connected to the Land of Ca-
naan? 
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Summary 
From Chapters 28 through 33, Yesha-
yahu rebukes the Jewish people with 

six “Hoi”s, cries of protest against their 
behaviour and expressions of grief for 
the suffering they bring upon them-
selves. In our chapter, Yeshayahu com-
plains primarily about the way the Jews 
ignore prophetic warnings. 
 
First, Yeshayahu cries over the Beit 
haMikdash. During the times of King 

David the offerings were accepted by 
Hashem, but now the Jews are merely 
killing animals, since their offerings are 
not accepted. He describes the future of 
Jerusalem; they will be in grief because 
of the coming devastation. The city will 
be encircled by the Assyrians, and this 
will be the will of Hashem. However, the 

Assyrians will not actually conquer the 
city; Hashem will vanquish their army. 
The same will befall all of the enemies of 
Jerusalem, who think they will conquer 
the city. Their ambitions will vanish like 
a dream. (29:1-8)  
 
Yeshayahu then criticizes the people for 

not listening to real prophets, instead 
following false prophets. He compares 
his messages to bringing a closed book 
to the nation; the smart people cannot 
read it since it is closed, and the foolish 

people cannot read it because they 
don’t have the ability to read. (29:9-12) 
 
The prophet then says that Hashem is 

upset with the mitzvot people perform 
by rote, practicing them externally but 
not internally, with their hearts. Be-
cause of this, Hashem is going to pun-
ish the people of Israel, and even the 
merits of the wise won’t help. Yeshaya-
hu also criticizes those who sin in hid-
ing, thinking that Hashem cannot see 

them. This doesn’t make sense; Ha-
shem is our Creator, and knows all. 
(29:13-16) 
 
Yeshayahu describes how in the fu-
ture, those who had ignored prophetic 
warnings will be like blind people who 
can suddenly see, as they realize that 

the prophecies were true. On the other 
hand, the righteous will be happy see-
ing the fulfillment of these prophecies; 
evil will be terminated and they will be 
saved from harm. (29:17-20) 
 
Finally, Yeshayahu says that after the 
fulfillment of the prophecies, the peo-

ple will realize the truth of Hashem 
and His prophets, and repent. (29:21-
24) 
 
 

Insight 
Yeshayahu compares recognition of 
past mistakes and the truth of prophe-

cy with gaining the ability to see. Rabbi 
Yeshayahu HaLevi Horowitz (“Sh’lah”), 
notes that the human eye has different 
parts with different colours - the white 
segment, the coloured iris, and the 
black pupil. He says that the human 
being sees from the black pupil and not 
from the other colourful parts, because 
sometimes we realize things only when 

it is dark. People appreciate their health 
when they become sick, and their fi-
nancial status only when it becomes 
worse. So too, we often notice Hashem 
when bad things happen, as mentioned 
in this chapter. May we be aware of 
Hashem when things are going well, so 
that we won’t need any negative re-

minders.  
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Siddur Insights: Maoz Tzur Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner 

Journey Through Tanach: Yeshayahu 29 Rabbi Yehuda Mann 

• Verse 3: Here we turn to our return from the Babylonian 
exile under the political leader Zerubavel. The song over-
looks how Persian king Cyrus sent us back to Israel, per-
haps in order to emphasize our independence. 

• Verse 4: We move ahead to the fall of Haman, hanged on a 
tree. The song nicknames Mordechai b’rosh, or cypress; a 
tree ended Haman’s threat, and the Jew is a tree who con-
tinues to grow. [See Megillah 10b identifying Mordechai 
with the b’rosh.] 

• Verse 5: At last, we arrive at Chanukah. The Greeks broke 

the barrier which marked the end of the space accessible 
to non-Jews in the Beit haMikdash. (Middot 2:3) They also 
contaminated the oil in the Beit haMikdash, importing 
their idolatry into the sacred space. But one last jug of oil 
provided a miracle, and we established Chanukah as a 
time to sing of Hashem’s miracles. 

• Verse 6: This verse speaks of the fall of Rome, and ap-
peals to Hashem to establish the seven shepherds. These 

shepherds are mentioned in Michah 5:4, and identified in 
the Talmud as David, Adam, Shet, Metushelach, Av-
raham, Yaakov, and Moshe. (Succah 52b) 

 
How does Maoz Tzur help us process Hashem’s miracles? 
• It recognizes that our salvation comes from Hashem. All of 

our human leaders, other than Zerubavel, are omitted. 
• It places Chanukah in a greater path of progress across 

Jewish history. 
• It emphasizes an awareness that our goal is not yet 

achieved, calling for the establishment of our “House of 
Prayer” in Jerusalem. 

 
torczyner@torontotorah.com 

Maoz Tzur has been part of the Ashkenazi siddur for a long 
time. It is found in the 11th century siddur of the Ra’avan; in 
the 15th century, Rabbi Yisrael Isserlein, author Terumat 
haDeshen, sang it at his Shabbat table on the Friday night of 
Chanukah. (Leket Yosher I 36:3) [For more on the origin of 
the song and its tune, see Cantor Bernard Beer here, and 
Mitchell First here. Do not confuse Maoz Tzur with Rock of 
Ages, produced by two 19th century American Reform rabbis 
as a version missing much of the history, bloodshed and 

longing to build the Beit haMikdash.] 
 
Music is fundamental to Chanukah. The Talmud’s introduc-
tion to the story of Chanukah omits our mitzvah of chanuki-
ah, stating only that our Sages enacted hallel v’hodaah 
[celebratory prayers of praise and thanks]. Rambam empha-
sized this hallel v’hodaah, placing the laws of Hallel in the 

Chanukah portion of Hilchot Megillah v’Chanukah – even 
though Hallel is also sung for the biblical holidays, and Cha-
nukah is only rabbinic. Clearly, the act of singing to Hashem 
is a key part of our Chanukah celebration. 
 
Rav Aharon Kotler explained that the Hallel of Chanukah 
helps us process the experience of the Chanukah miracles. 

(Mishnat Rebbe Aharon, Pesach pg. 3) Outlining the verses of 
Maoz Tzur shows how this song accomplishes that end: 
• Verse 1: We begin with a prayer for the restoration of the 

Beit haMikdash and the death of the “barking foe”. The 
“barking foe” image comes from Yeshayahu 56:10, describ-
ing our Babylon oppressors. 

• Verse 2: This line recalls the fall of Egypt. We compare 
Egypt to a calf, based on Yirmiyahu 46:20-21; calves in 

Tanach are pampered, lazy and comfortable. 

https://www.yutorah.org/lectures/lecture.cfm/726201/
https://jewishlink.news/features/47418-maoz-tzur-authorship-and-insights
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Weekly Halachah: Havdalah and Chanukiah 

By Rabbi Jonathan Ziring 

Biography 

 

Rabbi Yaakov Emden 
 

Rabbi Yair Manas After Shabbat, we light Chanukah candles and make Havdalah. Which is first?  
 
The Raavad cites those who light Chanukah candles first, but argues that Havdalah 

should take precedence for several reasons: 
• One should not do anything after Shabbat before making Havdalah; 
• In general, mitzvot we perform more frequently take precedence;  
• We should make the Havdalah blessing on fire before we light the Chanukah can-

dles and their shamash, since we are allowed to benefit from the shamash. 
 
Others opposed the Raavad’s view, arguing: 
• There is special value in lighting Chanukah candles as early as possible, espe-

cially because of the value of publicizing the miracles.  
• It is good to lengthen Shabbat by saying Havdalah later. However, this is prob-

lematic since one has already ended Shabbat by saying Atah chonatanu in the 
Amidah. On the other hand, some argue that reciting Havdalah with wine is still 
a fuller end to Shabbat, and so it is indeed valuable to delay this full cessation.  

 
The rulings on this issue are varied: 

• The Shulchan Aruch rules that in shul we light Chanukah candles before Havda-
lah, but not at home.  

• The Taz disagrees and gives precedence to Havdalah both in shul and home.  
• Some rule that both in shul and at home, one first lights Chanukah candles.  
• Others rule that at home, one first says Havdalah and then lights Chanukah can-

dles, but in shul one lights Chanukah candles first. The rationale for this split 
may be the importance of publicizing the miracle specifically in shul and length-
ening Shabbat in the communal context.  

 
Most people follow the last view presented, but those who follow the practices of the 
Vilna Gaon light Chanuakah candles first both at shul and at home.  

 
(T’mim Dei’m 174; Kolbo 44; Meiri Shabbat 23b; Sefer HaMinhagim Hilchot Chanu-
kah; Maharal Ner Mitzvah; Shulchan Aruch OC 681; Rama ad loc.; Magen Av-
raham, Taz, Elya Rabbah, Levush, Gra, Mishneh Berurah ad loc.; Chatam Sofer ad 
loc.; Terumat HaDeshen 60; Chanukah, Rav Yosef Tzvi Rimon pp. 112-115)  
 

jziring@torontotorah.com 

Sefer haChinuch, Mitzvah 8: No Leftovers! 

By Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner 

The Torah’s eighth mitzvah, as counted by Sefer haChinuch, is found in Shemot 
12:10: “And you shall not keep leftovers from [the korban pesach] until morning; 
whatever is left from it until morning, you shall burn in fire.” The deadline for eat-

ing is debated in the Talmud; one view contends that the deadline is midnight, the 
other that the deadline is first light on the next morning. Either way, the burning 
takes place on the second day of Pesach. [See Berachot 9a.] 
 
This mitzvah involves more than a simple clean-up operation:  
• In his 12th century biblical commentary, Rabbi Yosef Bechor Shor explained that 

this is part of emulating the experience of our ancestors in Egypt. People who 
expect to travel imminently do not preserve leftovers; they dispose of any food 

which has not been used. 
• In his review of the 613 mitzvot, the anonymous author of Sefer haChinuch sug-

gested that this mitzvah is meant to make us feel like royalty; kings have no need 
for leftovers. 

• Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch contended that the act of eating the korban pe-
sach must be linked with the sacrificial act itself, so that the liberation demon-
strated in eating is connected with the act of serving G-d demonstrated in the 

korban. If a day elapses in between, that connection is lost. Therefore, the 
korban must be destroyed. 

 
There is debate regarding the specifics of this mitzvah. The Sefer haChinuch stated, 
“One may not leave anything over,” whereas the Rambam merely wrote (Mishneh 
Torah Hilchot Korban Pesach 10:11), “One may not leave over,” suggesting that one 
could leave a small amount. See Minchat Chinuch for further discussion. 

torczyner@torontotorah.com 

Rabbi Yaakov Emden, son of Rabbi Tzvi 
Ashkenazi (Chacham Tzvi), was born on 
June 4, 1697, in Altona. Altona, located 
in present-day Germany, was then a 

Danish harbour town. Jews were not 
permitted to live in Hamburg, Germany, 
and they instead settled in Altona. Rabbi 
Emden passed away in 1776.  
 
Rabbi Emden studied Talmud with his 
father until he married, and he became 
expert in philosophy, Kabbalah, and 

grammar. Other than serving as Rabbi of 
Emden, Germany for a short period, Rab-
bi Emden did not work professionally as 
a Rabbi; he dealt in jewelry, and later in 
life he operated a printing press.  
 
Rabbi Emden is known for the more than 
thirty books he wrote and published, 

including the She’eilat Yaavetz collection 
of responsa, and Mor U’Ketziah on Shul-
chan Aruch. Beyond his writing, though, 
Rabbi Emden is known for his controver-
sies. Among Rabbi Emden’s more contro-
versial opinions are claims that Maimoni-

des did not write the Guide for the Per-
plexed - because of seemingly heretical 
ideas contained therein - and that the 
Zohar was a forgery. Also, Rabbi Emden’s 
opponents accused him of deviating from 
the common text in the siddur that he 
published.  
 

Arguably, Rabbi Emden is best known for 
his conflict with Rabbi Yehonatan Eybes-
chutz, in which he accused Rabbi Eybes-
chutz of following the false messiah, 
Shabbtai Zvi, a charge that has been 
much debated without any definitive con-
clusion.  
 

ymanas@gmail.com 



 
COME LEARN WITH US! 

Click Underlined Lines to Open Zooms. Clickable links also at www.torontotorah.com/letslearn 

All times ET. Classes are free & open to all, unless otherwise noted. 

Shabbat Dec. 23-24 Chanukah Day 6 

After hashkamah R’ Yehuda Mann, Halachah from the Parshah, Clanton Park 

After minchah R’ Mordechai Torczyner, Gemara Ketuvot, BAYT (Milevsky Bais Medrash) (men) 

After minchah Idan Rakovsky, Mitzvot in the Parshah, Shaarei Tefillah 

Sunday Dec. 25 Chanukah Day 7 

9:00 AM R’ Zev Spitz & R’ Yehuda Mann, Semichat Chaver Program, Clanton Park (men) 

 

10:00 AM to 4:00 PM Sunday December 25 

TANACH IN A DAY: JEWS AND NON-JEWS IN TANACH 
Entirely Free of Charge! 

Full flyer and Registration at https://torontotorah.com/humanity 

 

10:00 AM The Arc of Bereishit: Universalism to Particularism, Idan Rakovsky 
 

10:30 AM The Conversion of Yitro and Ruth, Rabbi Yehuda Mann 
 

11:00 AM Moshe: Between Egypt and Israel, Rebbetzin Emma Taylor 
 

11:30 AM The Ban on Intermarriage: Is it Racist?, Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner 

 

12:00 PM Pizza Lunch and Learn! 

Battlefield Ethics, Rabbi Yehuda Mann 
 

1:00 PM Jews and Non-Jews in the Book of Yehoshua, Rabbi Steven Gotlib 
 

1:30 PM The Wolf and the Lamb, Russia and Ukraine, Idan Rakovsky 
 

2:00 PM Tyre: Friend or Foe?, Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner 
 

2:30 PM Yonah, Nachum and Nineveh, Ms. Miriam Bessin 
 

3:00 PM Yechezkel, Jews, Non-Jews and Olam HaBa, Rabbi Steven Gotlib 
 

3:30 PM Iyov: Jew or Non-Jew?, Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner 

 

Our Community Programming will be on break  

from Monday December 26 through Sunday January 1 

But please see below for some exciting upcoming opportunities! 
 

10:00 to 11:00 AM Wednesday January 4 

ICONS OF JEWISH MOROCCO 

Rabbi Yitzchak Alfasi, Rabbi Chaim ibn Attar, the Baba Sali, Rabbi Shalom Messas 

 A four-part series with Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner on ZOOM at http://tiny.cc/weeklymt 

$40 fee, waived if it is a hardship; register at https://torontotorah.com/wednesdays 
 

10:00 AM to 11:20 AM Sunday January 15 

MIDRESHET YOM RISHON FOR WOMEN AT SHAAREI SHOMAYIM 

Idan Rakovsky: Was Moshe Born a Leader? 

Prielle Rakovsky: Why Did Moshe Refuse? 
Light refreshments served; Free of charge 

 

7:30 PM to 9:00 PM Monday January 16 

NUSBAUM FAMILY MEDICAL ETHICS AND HALACHA PROGRAM: EATING DISORDERS IN JUDAISM 

Rabbi Mordechai Torczyner, on ZOOM at http://tiny.cc/mtethics 

Register at https://torontotorah.com/cme 
Accredited for Continuing Medical Education; Laypeople welcome 

 

7:30 PM Monday February 6 

SONG OF THE WEEK: (POST-)TU B’SHEVAT EDITION 

On ZOOM with Idan and Prielle Rakovsky at http://tiny.cc/idanrak 
 

https://torontotorah.com/letslearn
https://torontotorah.com/humanity
http://tiny.cc/weeklymt
https://torontotorah.com/wednesdays
http://tiny.cc/mtethics
https://torontotorah.com/cme
http://tiny.cc/idanrak

